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Abstract. Many agent coordination problems can be modeled as
distributed constraint optimization (DCOP) problems. ADOPT is
an asynchronous and distributed search algorithm that is able to
solve DCOP problems optimally. In this paper, we introduce Iterative
Decreasing Bound ADOPT (IDB-ADOPT), a modification of ADOPT
that changes the search strategy of ADOPT from performing one
best-first search to performing a series of depth-first searches. Each
depth-first search is provided with a bound, initially a large integer,
and returns the first solution whose cost is smaller than or equal to the
bound. The bound is then reduced to the cost of this solution minus
one and the process repeats. If there is no solution whose cost is smaller
than or equal to the bound, it returns a cost-minimal solution. Thus,
IDB-ADOPT is an anytime algorithm that solves DCOP problems with
integer costs optimally. Our experimental results for graph coloring
problems show that IDB-ADOPT runs faster (that is, needs fewer
cycles) than ADOPT on large DCOP problems, with savings of up to
one order of magnitude.

Key words: ADOPT; DCOP; Distributed Constraint Optimiza-
tion; Distributed Search Algorithms

1 Introduction

Many agent coordination problems can be modeled as distributed constraint
optimization (DCOP) problems, including the scheduling of meetings [8], the
coordination of unmanned aerial vehicles [14], and the allocation of targets to
sensors in sensor networks [7, 10, 13]. Unfortunately, solving DCOP problems
optimally is NP-hard. A variety of search algorithms have therefore been de-
veloped to solve DCOP problems as fast as possible to scale up to real-world
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Fig. 2. Search Tree

domains [9, 10, 12, 3]. ADOPT (Asynchronous Distributed Constraint Optimiza-
tion) [10] is one of the pioneering DCOP algorithms and currently probably
the most extended one [11, 4, 2]. It is an asynchronous and distributed best-first
search algorithm that only needs a bounded amount of memory at each vertex
and is able to solve DCOP problems optimally. Researchers have recently scaled
up ADOPT by one order of magnitude by providing it with informed heuristics
that focus its search [1]. However, its runtime is still large for realistic DCOP
problems and it therefore needs to get scaled up further. In particular, in the
original ADOPT, each vertex can switch back and forth between different values
and then has to redo many searches since the results from the previous searches
have already been purged from memory due to its memory limitations. In this
paper, we address this problem of ADOPT by introducing Iterative Decreasing
Bound ADOPT (IDB-ADOPT), a modification of ADOPT that changes the
search strategy of ADOPT from performing one best-first search to perform-
ing a series of depth-first searches, where vertices do not switch back and forth
between different values. IDB-ADOPT is motivated by insights from heuristic
search that depth-first searches can outperform best-first searches in combina-
torial domains with search trees whose depths are bounded [15], and DCOP
problems are such domains. Each depth-first search of IDB-ADOPT is provided
with a bound, initially a large integer, and returns the first solution whose cost
is smaller than or equal to the bound. The bound is then reduced to the cost
of this solution minus one. If there is no solution whose cost is smaller than or
equal to the bound, it returns a cost-minimal solution. Thus, IDB-ADOPT is
an anytime algorithm that solves DCOP problems with integer costs optimally.
Our experimental results for graph coloring problems show that IDB-ADOPT
runs faster than ADOPT on large DCOP problems, with savings of up to one
order of magnitude.

2 DCOP Problems

Distributed constraint optimization (DCOP) problems model agent coordination
problems as constraint optimization problems on constraint graphs. Each vertex
of a constraint graph represents an agent (sometimes referred to as variable)
and can take on a value from a given set (its domain). Edges denote constraints.
The cost of a constraint depends on the values of the vertex endpoints of the
corresponding edge, given by a table. We assume in this paper that all costs



are non-negative integers. An assignment of values to all vertices is a (complete)
solution. The cost of the solution is the sum of the costs of the constraints. One
wants to find a cost-minimal solution. As an example, Figure 1 (left) shows a
simple DCOP problem with three vertices, x1, x2 and x3, that each can take on
the values zero or one. There are three constraints, whose costs are specified by
the tables. For example, there is one constraint between vertices x1 and x2. If
both vertices take on value zero, then the cost of the constraint is five. The cost
of the solution x1 := 1, x2 := 1 and x3 := 1 is nine and cost-minimal.

3 ADOPT

We now give a slightly simplified description of ADOPT that makes the search
principle behind it easy to understand and is sufficient for our purposes. The
reader is referred to the original paper [10] for a full step-by-step description of
DCOP problems, ADOPT and the message passing mechanism used by ADOPT.
ADOPT basically operates as follows: In a preprocessing step, ADOPT trans-
forms the constraint graph into a constraint tree with the property that con-
straints exist only between a vertex and its ancestors and/or descendants. To
simplify our description further, we assume that every vertex has at most one
child in the constraint tree. In other words, the constraint tree is a chain, which
is the case for our example DCOP problem. Figure 1 (center) shows one possible
constraint tree for our example DCOP problem. ADOPT then performs a search
as will be described next.

3.1 Values of ADOPT

During the search of ADOPT, every vertex of the constraint graph maintains
some values. Every vertex maintains the value from its domain that it currently
takes on (called its current value), initially the best value (the best value is de-
fined below). Every vertex also maintains the values of its (connected) ancestors
in the constraint tree (called its current context). These values correspond to a
partial solution of the DCOP problem. Every vertex maintains, for each possible
value that it can take on, lower bounds on the cost of the cost-minimal solution
of the DCOP problem that is consistent with this value and its current context.
These lower bounds are initialized with the sum of the costs of the constraints
between the (connected) ancestors, which can be calculated since the current
context is known. One can obtain larger initial lower bounds to speed up the
search by adding informed pre-computed values (called heuristics), if available,
to the the sum of the costs of the constraints between the (connected) ancestors.
We call the lower bound of the current value of a vertex its current lower bound.
We call the smallest lower bound over all values that a vertex can take on its
best lower bound and the corresponding value its best value. Every vertex also
maintains an upper bound on the cost of the cost-minimal solution of the DCOP
problem that is consistent with its current context. The upper bound is sim-
ply the cost-minimal solution found so far during the search that is consistent



with the current context, initially infinity. Finally, every vertex also maintains a
threshold (whose role will be explained below), initially zero. For every vertex,
ADOPT maintains the following threshold invariant: The threshold of a vertex
is guaranteed to be between its best lower bound and its upper bound. To keep
the threshold invariant satisfied, the vertex changes the value of its threshold as
follows: If the threshold is smaller than the best lower bound of the vertex then
the threshold is increased to the best lower bound. Similarly, if the threshold is
larger than the upper bound then the threshold is decreased to the upper bound.
These situations occur when the best lower bound increases above the threshold
or the upper bound decreases below the threshold.

3.2 Operation of ADOPT

Each vertex operates as follows: If its current lower bound is smaller than or equal
to the threshold, then the vertex keeps its current value. Otherwise, it changes
its current value by taking on its best value and then informs its (connected)
descendants in the constraint tree about its new value. Its descendants then
perform similar computations to help the vertex decrease its upper bound and
increase its current lower bound. ADOPT terminates when the threshold of the
root vertex of the constraint tree is equal to its upper bound.

3.3 Thresholds of ADOPT

The threshold of a vertex is of special importance in the remainder of this paper.
We now explain how it influences the values taken on by the vertex. As already
explained above, if the current lower bound of a vertex is smaller than or equal
to the threshold, then the vertex keeps its current value. Otherwise, it changes
its current value by taking on its best value. At this point in time, there are two
possible cases:

– Case 1: If there are still values whose lower bounds are smaller then its
threshold, then the vertex takes on its best value and keeps it until the lower
bound of that value increases above the threshold. The vertex repeats this
procedure until all lower bounds are larger than or equal to the threshold and
Case 2 is reached. Note that, during Case 1, the vertex takes on each value
only once (unless its ancestors switch values), and keeps this value as long as
the lower bound of the value is smaller than or equal to the threshold even
if some other value has a smaller lower bound. This results in a depth-first
search behavior.

– Case 2: If all lower bounds are larger than or equal to the threshold, then
the vertex increases the threshold to the best lower bound (to satisfy the
threshold invariant), if necessary, and then takes on its best value until the
lower bound of that value increases. The vertex then repeats this procedure.
Note that, once Case 2 is reached, the vertex cannot go back to Case 1
unless its ancestors switch values. During Case 2, the vertex always takes
on its best value. This results in a best-first search behavior. The vertex can



switch back and forth between values and, in the process, take on the same
value several times.

ADOPT initializes the threshold of the root vertex of the constraint tree to
zero. The root vertex therefore starts with Case 2, and ADOPT performs a best-
first search. The threshold is important when a vertex switches back to a value
that it had taken on earlier already during the best-first search. In this case,
it has already increased the lower bound of this value, otherwise it would not
have switched from the value to a different one earlier. It now has to redo this
search to restore the lower bounds of its descendants at the point in time when
it last switched from this value to another value. These lower bounds have been
purged from memory since each vertex uses only a bounded amount of memory.
ADOPT restores these lower bounds with a depth-first search (inside the best-
first search) to be efficient. A best-first search is not needed for this purpose
since ADOPT only repeats a previous search. Case 1 performs this depth-first
search automatically.

4 Illustration of ADOPT
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Fig. 3. Illustration of ADOPT

The operation of DCOP algorithms on constraint trees can be visualized with
search trees. Figure 2 shows a search tree for this constraint tree, where levels 1,
2 and 3 of the search tree correspond to agents x1, x2 and x3, respectively. Left
branches correspond to the agents taking on the value zero and right branches



to the agents taking on the value one. Each non-leaf node thus corresponds to a
partial solution of the DCOP problem and each leaf node to a solution. Figure
2(a) shows the identifiers of the nodes that allow us to refer to them easily,
and Figure 2(b) shows the sums of the constraint costs of all constraints that
involve only agents with known values. Node e in the search tree, for example,
corresponds to x1 := 0 and x2 := 1. It is annotated with the initial lower
bound on the cost of the cost-minimal solution of the DCOP problem that is
consistent with these values for the zero heuristics (no heuristics were added),
in this case the cost of the constraint between vertices x1 and x2 (= 8). This
value is the initial lower bound of vertex x2 for value one if its ancestor x1 has
value zero. Thus, the lower bounds of a vertex label the children of the vertex in
the search tree. To simplify our description, we assume that ADOPT performs
a synchronous rather than an asynchronous search and propagates information
with infinite speed. Figure 3 shows the resulting search. Consider the root vertex
x1. ADOPT initializes its threshold (th) with zero, its upper bound (ub) with
infinity, and its lower bounds with the initial lower bounds shown earlier. Both
of its lower bounds are equal to zero. Thus, it breaks ties and takes on value
zero (Step 1). The lower bounds of vertex x2 are initialized with the initial lower
bounds shown earlier for x1 := 0. The best value of vertex x2 is zero and its best
lower bound is five. Thus, vertex x1 can update its lower bound for value zero
from zero to five (Step 2). The best value of vertex x1 is now one and its best
lower bound (shown inside the root node of the search tree) is zero. Vertex x1

then switches to value one. The lower bounds of vertex x2 are initialized with
the initial lower bounds shown earlier for x1 := 1. The best value of vertex x2

is one and its best lower bound is three. Thus, vertex x1 can update its lower
bound for value one from zero to three. This violates the threshold invariant,
and thus the threshold is also increased to three. Its best value, however, remains
unchanged. Vertex x2 thus takes on value one. The lower bounds of vertex x3 are
initialized with the initial lower bounds shown earlier for x1 := 1 and x2 := 1.
The best value of vertex x3 is one and its best lower bound is nine. Thus, vertex
x2 can update its lower bound for value one from three to nine. Then, vertex x1

can update its lower bound for value one from three to nine (Step 4). The best
value of vertex x1 is now zero and its best lower bound is five. Vertex x1 thus
updates its threshold to five and then switches to value zero. The lower bounds
of vertex x2 are initialized with the initial lower bounds shown earlier for x1 := 0
and the previous lower bounds are purged from memory. (If the ancestors of a
vertex switch their values, then the vertex changes its node in the search tree
to a different node in its layer. Since each vertex has only a bounded amount
of memory, it can store information only for its current node in the search tree.
Thus, it has to delete its current lower bounds, as shown in the figure with the
X’s, and replace them with the initial lower bounds for the new values of its
ancestors.) The search continues and eventually reaches the node with x1 := 1,
x2 := 1 and x3 := 1 in Step 10. This is a solution with cost nine. Thus, vertex
x1 updates its upper bound to nine, the termination condition is satisfied, and
ADOPT terminates with the cost-minimal solution x1 := 1, x2 := 1 and x3 := 1.



procedure IDB-Adopt()
{01} threshold := a large integer;
{02} loop
{03} set the threshold of the root vertex to threshold;
{04} run the original ADOPT algorithm;
{05} if (solution quality found > threshold)
{06} return solution found;
{07} end if;
{08} threshold := solution quality found - 1;
{09} end loop;

Fig. 4. IDB-ADOPT

It is interesting to see that the behavior of ADOPT is similar to that of Korf’s
recursive best-first search (RBFS) [6], which ADOPT generalizes to the asyn-
chronous and distributed case. For example, ADOPT does not need centralized
control and is able to take advantage of parallel computations in case it operates
on constraint trees that are not chains. ADOPT and RBFS operate under the
same memory limitations. They both perform best-first searches and use depth-
first searches to redo previous best-first searches in order to restore information
already purged from memory. Vertex x1 in the example switches back and forth
between values zero and one, and then has to redo the previous searches. For
example, the best value of vertex x1 is one and its best lower bound is nine in
Step 7. Vertex x1 thus switches to value one. The lower bounds of vertex x2 are
initialized with the initial lower bounds shown earlier for x1 := 1 (namely, 20
and 3), but were already larger at the end of the previous search with x1 := 1
in Step 4 (namely, 20 and 9). ADOPT uses a depth-first search to restore them
in Steps 9-10, which is similar to what RBFS does in this situation.

5 IDB-ADOPT

A best-first search without memory limitations visits only the necessary nodes
in the search tree to find the optimal solution [5]. However, ADOPT performs
a best-first search where each vertex has only a bounded amount of memory
and thus has to redo many searches. To remedy this situations, we make the
following observation about ADOPT: If the cost of the cost-minimal solution is
less than or equal to the threshold of the root vertex, then ADOPT performs
a depth-first search and terminates after finding the first solution whose cost is
less than or equal to the threshold.

Explanation: When the initial threshold of the root vertex is smaller
than the initial upper bound of the root vertex but larger than or equal
to the cost of the cost-minimal solution (which implies that it is also
larger than or equal to the best lower bound of the root vertex), ADOPT
performs a depth-first search. The upper bound of the root vertex is the
cost of a cost-minimal solution found so far. If the upper bound is larger



than the threshold, then the depth-first search continues. Once the upper
bound is smaller than or equal to the threshold, then the threshold gets
set to the upper bound and the termination condition of ADOPT is
satisfied. Thus, once the depth-first search finds a solution with a cost
that is smaller than or equal to the threshold, ADOPT terminates with
that solution.

Our objective is to make ADOPT faster by only modifying it slightly based
on the above observation. We introduce Iterative Decreasing Bound ADOPT
(IDB-ADOPT), a modification of ADOPT that changes the search strategy of
ADOPT from performing a best-first search to performing a series of depth-
first searches. It assumes that the constraint costs are non-negative integers.
Thus, if there is no solution of integer cost x or smaller, then the cost-minimal
solution must have a cost of x + 1 or larger. Figure 4 shows the pseudo code of
IDB-ADOPT, which uses ADOPT to implement the depth-first searches. IDB-
ADOPT sets the threshold of the root vertex to a large integer, that is, an integer
larger than or equal to the cost of a cost-minimal solution. Such an integer
can easily be obtained by summing the largest possible cost of each constraint
over all constraints. IDB-ADOPT then runs ADOPT. According to the above
observation, ADOPT terminates with a solution whose cost is less than or equal
to the threshold if such a solution exists, which is the case since the threshold is
larger than or equal to the cost of a cost-minimal solution. IDB-ADOPT then
sets the threshold of the root vertex to the cost of the solution minus one and
runs ADOPT again. This process continues until ADOPT terminates with a
solution whose cost is larger than the threshold. This solution is a cost-minimal
solution.

Explanation: We use x to refer to the threshold of the root vertex of
the constraint tree at the beginning of the last search of ADOPT. Note
that the previous (second-to-last) search of ADOPT has already found
a cost-minimal solution of cost x + 1. The last search of ADOPT only
verifies that the solution is indeed cost-minimal. It behaves as follows:
ADOPT performs a depth-first search until all lower bounds of the root
vertex of the constraint tree are larger than x. At this point in time, at
least one of its lower bounds is smaller than or equal to the cost of a
cost-minimal solution and thus equal to x + 1. ADOPT either has not
found a solution of cost x+1 yet or has found such a solution already. In
the first case, the root vertex takes on its best value whose lower bound
is, as argued above, x+1 and performs a depth-first search until it either
finds a solution with that cost or increases the lower bound of that value
and then repeats the process with a different value whose lower bound
is x+ 1. (In this case, it redoes one search for each value that it revisits.
However, it cannot revisit any value more than once since it will find
a solution with cost x + 1 during one of the searches and thus will not
take on values whose lower bounds are larger than x+1. Notice that this
property is not guaranteed for initial thresholds of the root node of the



constraint tree that are smaller than x, including the zero value used by
ADOPT.) Finally, it finds a solution with cost x +1 since one exists. Its
upper bound is then set to x + 1. In the second case, its upper bound is
already equal to x + 1. Either way, its best lower bound is now equal to
its upper bound and its threshold is always between the two. Thus, its
threshold is now equal to its upper bound and the termination condition
of ADOPT is satisfied. ADOPT then terminates with a solution with
cost x + 1, which must be a cost-minimal solution since the best lower
bound of the root vertex of the constraint tree is equal to its upper
bound.

Thus, IDB-ADOPT is, like ADOPT, an asynchronous and distributed search
algorithm that only needs a bounded amount of memory at each vertex and is
able to solve DCOP problems optimally. IDB-ADOPT checks whether the cost
of the solution found by ADOPT is larger than the threshold. If so, it returns
this solution, which is a cost-minimal solution. Otherwise, it runs ADOPT again
(from scratch) with a new threshold. Since this threshold is reduced from one
ADOPT search to the next, ADOPT finds solutions of smaller and smaller costs
until it eventually finds the cost-minimal solution. Thus, IDB-ADOPT can be
used as an anytime algorithm [16].

6 Illustration of IDB-ADOPT

Figure 5 shows the searches of IDB-ADOPT for our example DCOP problem.
Consider the root vertex x1. IDB-ADOPT initializes its threshold with 60 (the
sum of the largest possible cost of each constraint over all constraints, which is
guaranteed to be larger than or equal to the cost of a cost-minimal solution), its
upper bound with infinity, and its lower bounds with the initial lower bounds
shown earlier. IDB-ADOPT then starts the first ADOPT search. Both of its
lower bounds are equal to zero. Thus, it breaks ties and takes on value zero
(Iteration 1, Step 1). Now consider vertex x2. Its lower bounds are initialized
with the initial lower bounds shown earlier for x1 := 0. The best value of vertex
x2 is zero and its best lower bound is five. Thus, vertex x1 can update its lower
bound for value zero from zero to five. The best value of vertex x1 is now one and
its best lower bound is zero. However, vertex x1 does not change its value since
the lower bound of its current value remains below the threshold. Vertex x2 thus
takes on value zero. The lower bounds of vertex x3 are initialized with the initial
lower bounds shown earlier for x1 := 0 and x2 := 0. The best value of vertex x3

is zero and its best lower bound is fifteen (Iteration 1, Step 3). Thus, vertex x2

can update its lower bound for value zero from five to fifteen. The best value of
vertex x2 is now one and its best lower bound is eight. However, vertex x2 does
not change its value since the lower bound of its current value remains below
the threshold (Iteration 1, Step 2). Thus, the search has reached the node with
x1 := 0, x2 := 0 and x3 := 0 in Iteration 1, Step 4. This is a solution with cost
fifteen. Thus, vertex x1 updates first its upper bound to fifteen and then also
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its threshold to fifteen. The termination condition is satisfied, and the ADOPT
search terminates with the solution x1 := 0, x2 := 0 and x3 := 0. Consider again
the root vertex x1. IDB-ADOPT then initializes its threshold with fourteen, its
upper bound with infinity, and its lower bounds with the initial lower bounds
shown earlier. IDB-ADOPT then starts the second ADOPT search, and so on.
Three observations are important here: First, each ADOPT search performs a
depth-first search and backtracks only when the lower bound of a value is larger
than the threshold. For example, vertex x2 switches from value zero to value one
in Iteration 2, Steps 3-4 because the lower bound of its value zero has become
larger than the threshold. No vertex switches back during an ADOPT search
to a previous value unless its ancestors have switched values. Second, different
ADOPT searches do repeat some of the effort. All three ADOPT searches, for
example, consider the case where x1 := 0 and x2 := 0. Finally, the second
ADOPT search already found the cost-minimal solution but the third ADOPT
search is needed to verify that it is indeed cost-minimal. Note that our example
DCOP problem is too small for IDB-ADOPT to run faster than ADOPT, which
we will explain below.

7 ADOPT versus IDB-ADOPT

ADOPT and IDB-ADOPT compare as follows: IDB-ADOPT performs repeated
ADOPT searches that produce better and better solutions. Each ADOPT search
performed by IDB-ADOPT has the property that vertices do not switch back and
forth between different values, unless their connected ancestors have switched
values, and thus does not incur the overhead of redoing previous searches. In
fact, IDB-ADOPT redoes no search within an ADOPT search (except for the
last one). It achieves this efficiency by performing depth-first searches rather
than best-first searches. However, depth-first searches are sources of a different
inefficiency since they explore partial solutions that best-first searches do not
explore. Thus, there is a trade-off between using a best-first search and hav-
ing to explore partial solutions repeatedly, and using a depth-first search and
having to explore additional (unimportant) partial solutions. We expect a best-
first search to do better if the heuristics (that are used to initialize the lower
bounds) are good and it thus does not have to redo many searches. We expect
a depth-first search to do better if the heuristics are misleading, for example,
if they are uninformed or the DCOP problems are large. Our experimental re-
sults for graph coloring problems indeed show that IDB-ADOPT runs faster
than ADOPT on large DCOP problems. Note, however, that it was our objec-
tive to modify ADOPT only slightly. Indeed, IDB-ADOPT modifies ADOPT by
putting a control loop on top of ADOPT that is only 9 lines long and calls it
repeatedly with different thresholds for the root vertex of the constraint tree.
This slight modification, however, does not implement the principle of a depth-
first search fully. In fact, IDB-ADOPT needed to perform only a single com-
plete branch-and-bound depth-first search and return the cost-minimal solution
found. Instead, IDB-ADOPT performs repeated depth-first searches, each of



which repeats parts of the previous depth-first searches, which results in addi-
tional (unnecessary) overhead because IDB-ADOPT partially redoes searches
from one ADOPT search to the next. Every vertex takes on all of its values that
are smaller than or equal to the threshold, unless the ADOPT search terminated
before that. Since the threshold of the previous ADOPT search was larger, the
vertex has taken on these values already during the previous ADOPT search, un-
less the previous ADOPT search terminated before that. (The previous ADOPT
search terminated earlier than the current one since the threshold of the previ-
ous ADOPT search was smaller than the one of the current ADOPT search.)
Thus, the current ADOPT search can prune more than the previous ADOPT
search but needs to search beyond the solution found by the previous ADOPT
search. Our experimental results show that IDB-ADOPT still runs faster than
ADOPT on large DCOP problems in spite of this overhead. An asynchronous
and distributed branch-and-bound depth-first search algorithm would run even
faster than IDB-ADOPT. It would share with ADOPT and IDB-ADOPT that
it only needs a bounded amount of memory at each vertex and is able to solve
DCOP problems optimally. It is future work to develop such an algorithm.

8 Experiments

We evaluated IDB-ADOPT against ADOPT with uninformed heuristics (zero
heuristics) and the currently best-known informed heuristics (DP2 heuristics) [1]
on graph-coloring problems. Their number of vertices varied from 5 to 10. Their
constraint costs were in the range from one to an upper bound that varied from
3 over 10, 25, 50, 100 to 10000. We randomly generated 500 graph-coloring
problems with three values per vertex and an average link density of four for
each configuration of these two parameters.
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Fig. 6. Experiment 1

In Experiment 1, we measured the average number of cycles needed by IDB-
ADOPT and ADOPT for finding optimal solutions for graph-coloring problems
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Fig. 7. Speedups for Experiment 1

with constraint costs ranging from 1 to 10000, as shown in Figure 6. (The number
of cycles is a measure of the runtime that takes into account that the vertices
can process information in parallel [10]. A smaller number of cycles implies a
smaller runtime.) Heuristics speed up both IDB-ADOPT and ADOPT but the
number of cycles needed by IDB-ADOPT with uninformed heuristics is already
smaller than the one needed by ADOPT with informed heuristics. The speedup
of informed IDB-ADOPT over informed ADOPT tends to increase with the
number of vertices, as shown in Figure 7. IDB-ADOPT is 88.7 percent faster
than ADOPT when the number of vertices is 10. That is, IDB-ADOPT speeds
up ADOPT by a factor of about 9 in this case, which is about one order of
magnitude.
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Fig. 8. Speedups for Experiment 2

In Experiment 2, we measured the speedup of informed IDB-ADOPT over
informed ADOPT for finding optimal solutions for graph-coloring problems with
10 vertices. The speedup tends to increase with the range of constraint costs, as
shown in Figure 8. IDB-ADOPT is 36.0 percent slower than ADOPT when the



constraint costs range from 1 to 3, but 88.7 percent faster than ADOPT when
the constraint costs range from 1 to 10000 and seems to converge to about this
value. The larger the ranges of constraint costs, the more complex the DCOP
problems and the more misleading the heuristics tend to be, which explains the
results.
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Fig. 9. Speedups for Experiment 3

In Experiment 3, we measured the speedup of informed IDB-ADOPT over
informed ADOPT for finding optimal solution for graph-coloring problems with
10 vertices and constraint costs ranging from 1 to 10000. We classified them
into buckets depending on how many cycles ADOPT needed to solve them:
0-1000, 1001-5000, 5001-10000, 10001-25000, 25001-50000 and 50001-∞ cycles.
The speedup tends to increase with the number of cycles ADOPT needed, as
shown in Figure 9. IDB-ADOPT is 5.8 percent slower than ADOPT in the bucket
1-1000, but 97.8 percent faster than ADOPT in the bucket 50001-∞ and seems
to converge to about this value. Again, the more cycles ADOPT needs, the more
complex the DCOP problems and the more misleading the heuristics tend to be,
which explains the results.

9 Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced Iterative Decreasing Bound ADOPT (IDB-
ADOPT), a modification of ADOPT that changes the search strategy of ADOPT
from performing one best-first search to performing a series of depth-first
searches. IDB-ADOPT is, like ADOPT, an asynchronous and distributed search
algorithm that only needs a bounded amount of memory at each vertex and is
able to solve DCOP problems optimally. Our experimental results for graph col-
oring problems showed that IDB-ADOPT has smaller cycle counts than ADOPT
on large DCOP problems, with savings of up to one order of magnitude. In ad-
dition, IDB-ADOPT produces suboptimal solutions quickly and then improves
them. It can thus be used as an anytime algorithm.
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